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10. Suzanne Eisler

The Waltz
oil on canvas
$3,200

Evelyn’s Apartment
Court, Lake Worth,
Florida
mixed media, collage and
acrylic transfer on found
paper
$450

12. Basha Maryanska

Gaia and Uranus
mixed media
$950
You are who you’re
looking for
archival pigmented inkjet
photo on canvas
$650
SKY IN THE ROAD
From the series As Above
black and white
photography
$900

Paleta de Colores
acrylic on wood
$900

Critical Family
ceramic, epoxy and oil
paint
$7500

22. Monique Michaels

14. William Guild

17. Erica Hauser

20. Lowell Miller

Cat’s Cradle Gone Awry
photo intaglio , chine
colle of found painted
paper, collage
$750

13. Barbara Esmark

Sacred Poem XCIII
22 karat gold leaf, twigs,
wooden egg and box,
paper: paper from Parish
Psalmody dated 1849
$900

D-Day Legacy
archival C-print
$450

21. Florence Alfano McEwin

Flow of Attraction
mixed media, oil,
assemblage on canvas
$1,500

16. Carole Kunstadt

Counting Sheep
archival pigment print on
archival grade paper
$800

19. Hank Paper

11. Jennifer Farrington

15. Jadina Lilien

18. Jerry Freedner

Exhale
film photography archival pigment print
$1,500

23. Ginnie Gardiner

Interlusion 5
oil on woodblock paper +
archival inkjet paper
$2,000

24. Barbara Masterson

Mr. Nixon Pickin’ Cherries
Wolff pencils on
illustration board
$1,900

25. Meredith Morabito

Everyone is Different
earthenware clay
$1,800

26. A.E. Richardson

Faith Saves Her
digital photograph
$950

28. Camille Eskell

Useless Females:
Don’t Stand There like
a Decoration, from
WORDS OF MY FATHER
resin, handmade paper,
digital image, felt, mixed
media
$6,000

29. Barbara Goodwin

Incarcerated Knot
wood
$550

30. John Belardo

River God
Terra-cotta
$13,000

31. Moody Rose Christopher

Those aren’t stars
they’re holes in
construction paper
(pissin in the cosmic
pool)
acrylic and glitter on
canvas
$1,725

32. Herb Silander

Caboose
Mixed
$350

33. Herb Silander

Double Bond
ash and ipe
$400

34. Alan M. Richards

Man on Pier
photographic image
composite
$1,750

35. Everett Kane

Untitled
archival pigment print
$1,000

27. Sam Scoggins

Venus, Kingston, NY
C - print
$600
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Far & Wide National

EXHIBITION CHECKLIST

The Far & Wide exhibition, now in its eleventh year, has
served as an important forum for showcasing the work
of the region’s artists. Originally developed as a call to
artists living and working within the New England region
the scope of the exhibition has expanded to a national
call for entries. This year’s exhibition includes artists
from North Carolina, Wyoming, Ohio and Washington
represented by works that reveal a range of interests
from classic figuration to minimal abstraction. We
are very grateful to the juror, Kimberly Camp, for her
thoughtful selections and for bringing together such an
exciting and engaging exhibition of work.

1. Michael Scudder
Submarine Decoy Test Corona NY
photograph, dye print on
paper, from a digitally scanned
negative
$500
2. Dan Goldman
Betrayal Triptych
photograph, encaustic on wood
$900
3. Cate Chevalier
Benediction
archival inkjet print
$350

Juror’s Statement

Images (top to bottom):
Meredith Morabito
Ginnie Gardiner
Florence Alvaro McEwin

Far & Wide is an opportunity on a national level, for
artists to demonstrate their command of traditional
forms and their willingness to innovate, rejuvenate
and reposition media and genre to create fresh forms
of expression. The entries were of exceptional quality,
making the job of selection difficult. What you see here
is a mix of the best of different approaches, different
uses of materials, and different ideas. Contemporary
thinking about art has expanded to include diverse
voices, a renewed interest in realism, and the need
for artists and art patrons to reconsider cultural
appropriation and identity. Here is an exceptional
collection of artworks that mix digital imagery, blur
the lines between craft and fine art, and demonstrate
mastery of visual traditions. Some of the works capture
a whimsy that is far too scarce in today’s art world.
Some use traditional themes and archetypal images
in new ways. Others capture movement and mood in
a way that is refreshing and enlightening. I selected
35 artists from the almost 200 entries from across
the United States. From portraiture to landscapes,
to re-imagining archetypal stories, these 35 artists
demonstrate a mastery of their mediums and their
willingness to push the edges of our imagination with
distinct aesthetic statements of identity and purpose.
Through distinctly unique views of the subtle nuances
demonstrated in color, form, and light, these artists
are a wonderful sampling of the richness of an everexpanding aesthetic vocabulary.
- Kimberly Camp

4. Patty Mullins
Vestige
oil on board
$2,800
5. Lisbeth Firmin
Big Man Walking
oil on wood panel
$1,800
6. Sueim Koo
Each of my moment is
vanishing like yellow light
fading away over the ridge.
mixed media collage
$2,200
7. Stanford Kay
Journey of a Thousand Miles
acrylic on canvas
$2,300
8. Susan Togut
Between Day and Night
wood, acrylic paint, branches,
scrim fabric, and glass
$4,200
Images (clockwise from upper left):
Camille Eskell
Hank Paper
A.E. Richardson
John Belardo
Sam Scoggins
Lowell Miller
Barbara Masterson

9. Debra Friedkin
Pandora’s Box
mixed media collage
$1,800
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